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who just eat well
overall, according
to a long term
study of retirees in California.
Antioxidants, including vitamins A, C and E, are plentiful in
vegetables and fruits and may help protect against cell or DNA
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damage – as a result, they’ve been touted for cancer prevention,
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heart disease prevention and warding off dementia.
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“There is good scientific evidence that eating a diet with lots of
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vegetables and fruits is healthful and lowers risks of certain
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diseases,” said lead author Annlia PaganiniHill of the Clinic for
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Aging Research and Education at the University of California,
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Irvine.
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“However, it is unclear whether this is because of the antioxidants,
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something else in these foods, other foods in people's diet, or
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other lifestyle choices,” PaganiniHill told Reuters Health by email.
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Most doubleblind randomized clinical trials  the gold standard of
medical evidence  have found that antioxidant supplements do not
prevent disease, she said.
The researchers used mailed surveys from the 1980’s in which

12 dead in terrorist attack on Paris weekly;
gunmen at large
Associated Press

almost 14,000 older residents of the Leisure World Laguna Hills
retirement community detailed their intake of 56 foods or food
groups rich in vitamins A and C as well as their vitamin
supplement intake.

More games »

Twothirds of the original group took vitamin supplements, most
often vitamin C. The authors note, though, that the participants’
diets alone were generally more than adequate to meet minimum
dietary requirements for vitamin intake.

All 13 on New Zealand skydiving plane leap
out before crash
Associated Press

With periodic checkins and repeated surveys, the researchers
followed the group for the next 32 years, during which time 13,104
residents died.
When PaganiniHill’s team accounted for smoking, alcohol intake,
caffeine consumption, exercise, body mass index, and histories of
hypertension, angina, heart attack, stroke, diabetes, rheumatoid
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Thing

arthritis and cancer, there was no association between the amount
of vitamins A or C in the diet or vitamin E supplements and the risk
of death.
Vitamin users may have different lifestyles or underlying disease
states that are related to their risk of death, the authors write.
“In the general population, healthpromoting habits often cluster;
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e.g. those who take vitamin supplements often exercise, do not
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smoke, and are not obese,” PaganiniHill said. “Thus, these
factors may explain the observed association between longevity
and vitamin supplements.”
On the other hand, the authors note, people with unhealthy habits
might be more likely to take supplements. For instance, they found
that men who were current smokers were about twice as likely to
take in high or medium amounts of vitamin C compared to men

Police identify suspects in Paris shooting; 12
dead

who had never smoked. A similar pattern held for men's vitamin A
intake and women's intake of both A and C.
Some large studies have found a connection between vitamin
intake and risk of death, but most have not, the study team points
out.
Officers' heroic act on flight home from funeral
“We know quite a lot about how antioxidants act and what they,
http://news.yahoo.com/extraantioxidantsmaylittledifferencelifespan173929212.html
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theoretically, can prevent,” said Sabine Rohrmann of the Institute
of Social and Preventive Medicine at the University of Zurich.
“One of the critical issues is that we don't know very much about
how antioxidants act at different concentrations and how they act
in humans who have, or who do not have, sufficient
vitamin/antioxidant intake,” Rohrmann told Reuters Health by

Investigating quakes near old Cowboys
stadium

email.
Participants in the new study were largely white, educated and
wellnourished.
“We know that the most important factors that influence mortality
are smoking and excess body weight,” Rohrmann said. Many

Paris shooting: Charlie Hebdo office attacked

studies support the notion that vitamin supplements are usually not

Yahoo News

necessary because our nutrient intake via a healthy diet is usually
sufficient, she said.
Antioxidants can have risks as well. According to the National
Institutes of Health, high doses of betacarotene may increase the
risk of lung cancer in smokers, high doses of vitamin E may
increase risks of prostate cancer and one type of stroke, and
antioxidant supplements may also interact with some medicines.
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Since they can interact with medicines, you should discuss your
supplement intake with your doctor, PaganiniHill said.
“Antioxidant supplements should not be used to replace a
nutritionally adequate diet,” she added.
SOURCE: http://bit.ly/1Fgx3a8 American Journal of Epidemiology,
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FDA panel endorses first lowercost biotech drug
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal health experts have unanimously
endorsed a Novartis drug which is expected to become the first
lowercostPress
copy of a biotech drug to reach the U.S. market.
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NASA closer than ever to finding
Earth's 'twin'
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6 Healthy Habits Dramatically Reduce Heart
Disease Risk in Women
Up to threequarters of heart attacks in younger women could be
prevented if women followed a number of healthy lifestyle practices,
LiveScience.com
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death that occurred
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the study
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every two years,
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Two alarming figures from a report released last
month by the U.K. government: By 2050, antibiotic
resistance
The
Atlantic will cost the world a projected 10 million
lives and $8 trillion each year.
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Boko Haram's seizure of a key town and military
base in Nigeria's far northeast has tightened its grip
on the region, undermining efforts to tackle the
AFP
insurgency, experts said on Tuesday. The capture of
and the headquarters of the Multinational Joint
GreatBaga
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Clinical trial starts at Ebola center for antiviral
drug
MONROVIA, Liberia (AP) — A clinical drug trial is now under way at
a major health
Associated
Press center in Liberia's capital to determine if a medication
already used to treat other viruses could help those suffering from
Ebola.
FDA clears wider use of rapid test for influenza
(Reuters)  As the United States grapples with a flu season that has
killed 21 people so far, the Food and Drug Administration on Tuesday
cleared the way for greater use of a molecular test designed to
Reuters
quickly detect the presence of the virus in a nasal swab. The test,
made by Alere Inc, can now be…
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2 Years After Car Crash, Man in 'Minimally
Conscious State' Suddenly Speaks
A man in Italy who was in what doctors call a "minimally conscious
state" for nearly two years unexpectedly regained full consciousness
LiveScience.com
and the ability to talk, according to a new report of his case. The
man woke up after he was given a drug normally used as a sedative
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Islamic State fighter praises attack on Paris
satirical magazine
By Mariam Karouny and Yara Bayoumy BEIRUT/DUBAI (Reuters) 
A fighter of the Islamic State militant group praised Wednesday's
Reuters
attack on a French satirical magazine that killed at least 12 people,
telling
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raid wasarevenge
for insults
against Islam.
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Egyptian Coptic Christians were celebrating
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described in the Gregorian calendar. Duration: 01:07
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Older men with prostate cancer may live longer if
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therapy, but many men do not get the right
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